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Abstract: This report summarizes the findings of a linguistic and sociolinguistic survey along the Kumbe River 
in Irian Jaya, Indonesia. The findings indicate that all villages surveyed are of the Marind language, but that 
further research would help to establish intelligibility among speech varieties in different locations as a 
precursor to one or more language development programs. 
 

Participants: Ron Kriens, SIL; Willem Rumaseb, SIL staff; Harison Manurung, MAF. 
 Area Surveyed: Kumbe River and Kurik District of Merauke County, Irian Jaya. 
 Languages Surveyed: The Marind language.1  
 Data Obtained: Word lists, sociolinguistic information, and informal observations. 

 

0 INTRODUCTION 

This report summarizes the findings of a survey done in Kurik District2 in southern Irian 
Jaya. The purpose of our survey trip was to establish the language use in each of the native 
villages in Kurik District as a preliminary step to assessing the need for a language 
development program in the languages spoken there. Our methods were to collect word lists 
in each village to gain a preliminary picture of the relationship among the speech varieties 
encountered and to take sociolinguistic questionnaires in each village to discover the attitudes 
of the villagers towards their own language. 

The research questions we desired to answer were: 
Which are the villages inhabited by native speakers? 
What speech variety is spoken in each village? 
What are the sociolinguistic dynamics of the speech community (language attitude, use, 
stability, change, death, and dialectology)? 

Word lists, sociolinguistic questionnaires, and two recorded texts were obtained in eight 
Marind villages. Word lists were taken by the author (Kriens) and sociolinguistic information 
was gathered by Willem Rumaseb. Parts of this report are also based on notes and forms 
collected by Willem Rumaseb and Harison Manurung.  

Transportation is the main obstacle to doing survey in Irian Jaya. Therefore, our survey 
strategy has been to follow geographic features, like rivers or roads, rather than necessarily 
trying to cover a single language in one trip. A synthesized language report for each language 
will be forthcoming when the total picture for each language is available. 

 

1 PREVIOUS WORK  

The Missionaries of the Sacred Heart (MSC)3 began working on the South Coast of Irian 
Jaya just after the turn of the twentieth century in 1905. In 1910, the MSC opened a post in 
the village of Kumbe, at the mouth of the Kumbe River. Later, the local language was 
analyzed by Peter W. Drabbe, MSC, for the purpose of teaching the Marind people. Thus, in 
addition to a grammar and word list, we have extant today both a catechism and a liturgy in 

                                                            
1 The Marind people are a large language group extending to several districts.  All of Kurik District is encompassed 

by the traditional homeland of the Marind. 
2 The nation of Indonesia is divided into over thirty provinces which in turn are divided into kabupatens and further 

divided into kecamatans.  We are using district to translate the Indonesian word kecamatan, and county to 
translate kabupaten.   

3 MSC—Missionarii Sacratissimi Cordis Jesu (Missionaries of the Sacred Heart of Jesus)—is a Catholic order. 
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the vernacular.4 Although at least one priest (Johannes Verscheuren) was reported to have 
become very fluent in Marind, there seems to have been no effort to develop the vernacular 
language. 
 

2 SURVEY AREA  

 
2.1  MAP OF SURVEY AREA 

                                                            
4 These were made available for us to photocopy and study by the generosity of the Bishop of Merauke, Jacobus 

Duivenvort, MSC. 
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Map 1. Kurik District and Environs
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2.2 TABLE OF VILLAGES VISITED 
 
In the following table, the villages are listed in alphabetical order. The villages were 
actually visited approximately in the order of south to north (Ivimahad, Baad, Senegi, 
Wayau, Koa, Kaisa, Kaliki, Onggari). Two other significant coordinates are given for the 
sake of those wishing to travel to this area: points at which the pavement ends. 
 

Table I. Table of Villages Visited in Kurik District 
Language(s) Population GPS coordinates Village 
 source* South East 

Baad Marind 331     G 8°06.346 140°27.715 
Ivimahad Marind 454     Q 8°16.767 140°21.980 
Kaisa Marind 324     Q 7°42.235 140°30.927 
Kaliki Marind 343     G 8°05.544 140°15.732 
Koa Marind 331     Q 7°53.723 140°30.215 
Senegi Marind 365     Q 7°59.731 140°16.612 
Onggari Marind 410     G 8°18.126 140°07.957 
Wayau Marind 350     Q 7°58.108 140°27.281 
map point #16 End of asphalt  8°11.625 140°24.842 
map point #29 End of asphalt  8°12.600 140°13.243 

Population figures marked (Q) are from questionnaires, while those marked (G) are from government sources. The 
government figures are low compared to data taken directly from the villages in which data was collected. 

 

3 OBSERVATIONS 

 
Kurik District is bounded by two major rivers, the Kumbe River and the Bian (or Mbian) 
River, that drain the vast flat area of southern Merauke County. The rivers are more affected 
by the tide than the flow of water, especially in the dry season. The majority of indigenous 
villages are near the Kumbe River or along the southern sea coast. The interior is dominated 
by ten transmigration settlements5 with a total population of about eighteen thousand. 
 
The survey team collected information through observations, group interviews in each of the 
eight villages using an extended formal questionnaire, and a short questionnaire made 
specifically for use with the mayor of each village. This short questionnaire was utilized with 
mayors in the following five villages: Ivimahad, Kaisa, Koa, Senegi, and Wayau. 
 
3.1 POPULATION OF THE AREA 

  
According to government sources, the total population of Kurik District is 21,530 living 
in twenty villages. Of this total, indigenous people make up about nineteen percent of the 
total, or 3,401 people. There are 4,778 total heads of household in the district. In the nine 

                                                            
5 Transmigration settlements/areas are the result of a program (called transmigrasi in Indonesian) to redistribute the 

population from the island of Java, which has about one-half of the two hundred millions of inhabitants of 
Indonesia.  Individuals or families are offered land, housing, tools, and some food to start a new life in less 
populated parts of the country.  This program has come under much criticism for causing much of the internal 
strife in Indonesia. 
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indigenous villages, there are seven hundred thirty heads of household, or an average of 
eighty-one each. In the eleven transmigration settlements, there are 4047 heads of 
household, or an average of 368 per village. 

 
3.2 COMMUNICATION AND ELECTRICITY 
 

• Kurik is serviced by the PLN Electric Company (government owned) from about 
5:30 pm until 10:00 pm. 

• There is telephone service, at least to the district capital, Kurik. Telephones 
operate only during the hours when electrical service is running. 

• There is an SSB (single side-band radio) at the police station in Kurik. 
 

3.3 TRANSPORTATION 
 
3.3.1 Land Transportation 
 

We traveled to Kurik District by chartered car (a two-wheel drive Toyota Kijang) 
from Merauke City to the Kumbe River. A modern bridge spans the Maro River, near 
Merauke City.  
 
There are paved roads in Kurik District from the ferry terminus at Kumbe toward the 
northwest along the coastline of the Arafura Sea and also to the north and northeast 
through Kurik town and on into the transmigration areas. Asphalt is thin and the roads 
are in constant need of repair. Pavement ends at points 16 and 29 on map 1. Most of 
the transmigration areas seem to be accessible by paved road, while only five of the 
ten indigenous villages are accessible by paved roads. The dirt roads are passable by 
car, truck, or motorcycle in the dry season, but passable only by motorcycle after the 
rain in any season. 
 
The number of horses to be found in this area was surprising, considering their rarity 
in other parts of the province. Unfortunately, the indigenous people have not learned 
to harness their energy. Their only apparent use is as a source of cash when they are 
sold to transmigrants. Several transmigrants were seen riding saddled horses and also 
using them to draw wagons. 

 
3.3.2 Water Transportation 

 
There is no bridge across the Kumbe River, so any taxi that has been chartered from 
Merauke City must be abandoned at the river side. At this point, there are small 
launches powered by outboard motors that cross near the mouth of the river every 
half hour or so during daylight hours. 
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3.3.3 Air Transportation 
 

Travel to the Merauke from Sentani is easiest via Merpati Airlines. A one-way ticket 
costs Rp.475.000. A jet flies down three afternoons per week (Sunday, Wednesday, 
and Friday), overnights there, and returns to Sentani early the following morning. 
 

There are no airstrips in Kurik District. However, many rivers are wide with long 
straight stretches that could easily accommodate a floatplane. 
 

3.4 HEALTH AND MEDICAL 
 

The greatest health problems in the Kumbe River region probably stem from the lack of 
reliable clean water sources. The people use the river for washing, bathing, and 
sometimes for drinking, though contaminated with human and other waste. Very few 
toilets were reported. We saw several wells, which were dry at that time of year (May - 
October), not having been constructed deeply enough. 
 
Nutrition is lacking in many villages, as evidenced by many children with lighter hair, a 
sign of deficient nutrients in one’s diet. While there is no shortage of staples, people 
sometimes don’t get enough variety, either through inability to find food, or ignorance of 
nutritional basics. 
 
There were several health workers in the interior villages where we traveled. Ivimahad, 
Koa, and Kaliki each had a village clinic. Each village also had at least one or two 
traditional healers, who were regularly sought out by nearly all village people for relief 
from ailments and for help in healing afflictions derived from spiritual forces. 
 
The main diseases reported in these eight villages were malaria, vomiting and diarrhea, 
dysentery, and typhoid. 
 

3.5 LIVELIHOOD, ECONOMY, AND INFLUENCE OF OUTSIDERS 
 
The main source of livelihood is traditional hunting and gathering. People mostly eat 
sago or rice with fish that they get from the river or the ocean. In addition, people are 
becoming more agricultural, planting especially long-term crops like coconut, bananas 
and other fruit trees, and tubers. 
 
There is no large scale business that functions as an employer. 
 
At the district capital, the town of Kurik, we found a number of small stores and even a 
restaurant. These stores had canned and other packaged foods, bottled water, household 
items, drinks, and school supplies available. However, there were no stores or markets in 
any of the villages we visited. 
 
Some villagers sell their excess fish to transmigrants who travel on the river from village 
to village buying the fish for cash and then selling merchandise (soap, clothes, rice, etc.) 
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back to them at what was described to me as inflated prices. Peddlers on motorcycles 
must also do a lucrative business with the villagers, judging by the frequency they come 
to the villages (several times daily in some cases). 
 
Kurik District has a large population of transmigrants. Of the total population of twenty-
one thousand, nearly eighteen thousand, or 80 percent of the total, are transmigrants. The 
native Marind people tend to live near the rivers. The areas between the rivers have 
largely been turned into twelve transmigrant settlements. It’s not known just exactly how 
the indigenous people have been compensated for this change in the use of their land. In 
one village beyond the end of the transmigration area, a man told me that all the land in 
that area is considered owned by the villagers, yet transmigrants come and hunt on it 
without permission or compensation to the owners. 
 
Another possible source of friction might be that all the transmigration areas had paved 
roads (albeit poorly done) which were useable in all seasons. Indigenous villages are 
mostly left with dirt roads. These were reaching the limits of passableness even while we 
were there, during the onset of the rainy season. There is a definite cultural clash. 
 
 

3.6 RELIGIOUS SITUATION 
 

The predominant religions practiced in this region are Roman Catholic and Protestant 
Christianity, among the indigenous population, and Islam, among the transmigrants. 
Every village we visited had a church, but the services were all led by lay leaders. This 
leads one to suspect that there is a mixture of traditional animism in all of these, though 
the people we spoke with denied that traditional religion was practiced at all.6 
 
In the one Protestant village (Kaliki), we were told that if a girl from their village were to 
marry into a nearby Catholic village, she would be expected to convert to her husband’s 
faith, and vice versa. The rationale was “so that the children won’t grow up being 
confused.” 

 
3.7 EDUCATION 

 
We obtained specific information about education from teacher questionnaires. Of the 
eight villages we visited, a total of five teachers were interviewed. Every village has an 
elementary school, and typically, most children of school age enter school. Many 
villagers expressed concern that the elementary school is often closed because there is no 
stable teacher present. There is a middle school near Ivimahad, which is affordable to 
only a minority of native students. 
 
On the basis of anecdotal evidence, we learned that a small percentage of students each 
year graduate from the elementary schools and go on to middle school. This is because 

                                                            
6 This may have been due to the way the questions were worded.  Others have had better success at getting more 

detailed information about traditional influences in daily beliefs by asking more specific questions off the 
record.  One apparently effective question is: “Do you hear birds at night?  What do they mean?” 
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elementary school fees are paid by the government, while students going on to middle 
school must pay school fees. (Notice also in table II, that the average number of students 
enrolled decreases significantly in each succeeding grade.) High school is even more 
expensive. So, an increasingly smaller percentage of students go on to finish middle 
school and high school, of whom only a select few graduate. There is only one high 
school for the district and that is in Kurik, the main town. 
 
3.7.1 Registration by Grade 

 
The following table summarizes the number of students that are registered for each 
grade. (Note that attendance may vary from the registration figures given.) Gaps in 
class size sometimes occur because some schools do not take new students every 
year. A year may be skipped if there is a teacher shortage, for example. Also, bulges 
in grade 6 are common because those failing their final exams frequently repeat sixth 
grade in hopes of retaking the exam the following year. 
 

Table II. Public School Registration 

 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total 
Ivimahad 26 16 14 7 8 4 75 
Senegi 65 11 8 6 7 11 108 
Wayau - - - - - - 63 
Koa 18 26 29 19 16 2 110 
Kaisa 16 14 10 14 14 22 90 
Total 125 67 61 46 45 39 446 
% of total7 33 17 16 12 12 10 100% 

 
3.7.2 Language Use in School 

 
The following table shows the answers teachers gave to various questions regarding 
language use in school: 

                                                            
7 Percentages are based on a total of 383 students, since we were unable to obtain a breakdown in Wayau village. 
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Table III. Language Use in Public Schools 

 
VILLAGE 

Language of 
instruction 

Language children 
use during play at 

school 

Can first graders 
speak and under-
stand Indonesian? 

Length of time 
to become 
fluent in 

Indonesian 

Ivimahad 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular yes 4 years 

Senegi 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular 

yes 
 

- 

Wayau 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular 

need help in 
vernacular 

4 years 

Koa 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular yes 2 years 

Kaisa 
Only 

Indonesian 
Vernacular yes 2 years 

 
Although this table shows that the primary language of instruction is Indonesian, 
some children need explanation in the vernacular language in first grade. It is also 
evident that the children prefer to use the local language during playtimes. 
Furthermore, every teacher said that the people were proud of their own language. 

 
The results of the questions about the length of time it takes a student to comprehend 
and speak Indonesian are ambiguous. Each teacher had a different answer and 
probably has varying standards of what it means to comprehend or speak Indonesian. 
However, it can be concluded that it does takes some amount of time for students to 
comprehend and speak fluently in Indonesian. This may reflect the lack of use of 
Indonesian in the home and/or the use of a different register (formal Indonesian) in 
school. 
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4 QUESTIONNAIRES AND INFORMAL INTERVIEWS 

 
4.1 GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

4.1.1 Procedure 
 

Group questionnaires were administered in each village by one of the team members.8 
The questions were put to groups ranging from about one-half dozen to one dozen 
villagers. The interviewer was trained to encourage each of the villagers to 
participate, but typically the conversation was dominated by only a few people. The 
questionnaire took about one hour to complete. 

 
4.1.2 Results 

 
4.1.2.1 Demography 

 
The following table shows the basic demography of each village, with number of 
heads of household, total population, and the name of the village headman listed. 
The two columns on the right show both those who are from other tribes and 
living in the village for any reason, and also those who have married-in and live in 
the village. Non-Marind peoples in all of these villages are a very small minority. 
The villages with higher proportions of non-Marind are Onggari, with less than 
eight percent of heads of household, and Ivimahad, with about five percent. (See 
table VII.) 

 
Table IV. Village Demographics 

Village 
Heads of 

 Household 
Population 

People from 
Other Tribes  

Married 
People from 
Other Tribes 

Ivimahad 121 454 Batak, Makasar, 
Jawa, Muyu Biak 

Baad - 331 - - 

Senegi 64 365 Toraja, Flores, 
Mandobo (none) 

Kaliki 73 370 - - 
Wayau 64 350 Auyu, Buton Auyu 

Koa 73 331 Makasar, Muyu, 
Auyu, Kei Kei, Asmat 

Kaisa 101 324 Kei, Ambon Auyu 
Onggari 89 309 - - 

 

                                                            
8 This team member is no longer involved in survey work and is inaccessible. This part of the report was written 

without his input. 
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4.1.2.2 Development 
 

The District Head for this area is Ambonese. All other leadership (religious, civil, 
traditional) in each village we visited is from within the tribe, with the exception 
of the teachers and head of the school. All villages reported that their change of 
leadership was by election. With regard to physical health, all those answering 
reported that the people seek professional medical help (doctor, clinic, village 
medical worker, etc.) when it is available. For “possession by spirit,” however, 
they prefer to go to a traditional healer. Only in one village (Senegi) was “prayer” 
offered as a solution to this kind of problem. None of the villages have a special 
development committee; development is organized by the village officials. There 
are no natural phenomena that inhibit transportation to nearby villages; in fact, 
flooding actually reduces distance by enabling short cuts over and across the 
numerous oxbows in the river. 

 
4.1.2.3 Language Use 

 
The majority of people in this area speak at least some Indonesian. Those who are 
educated, speak a variety closer to the national standard, which is taught in the 
schools. Many others speak a dialect of Irianese Malay, which is still commonly 
referred to as “Indonesian.” 

 
Table V. Current Language Use 

Villages 

 
Domains 

Wayau Koa Baad Senegi Kaliki Kaisa 
Ivima-

had 
Onggari 

Garden V V V V V V V V 
Traditional Feasts V V V V V V V V 

At Home V V V V V V B B 
With Friends V V V V V V B B 

School Recess V V N B B B - N 
Public 

Announcements 
B B N B B B V N 

Village Meetings B N N B B B V N 
School Instruction B N N N N B - N 

Sing Hymns B N N N B N N N 
Preaching N N N B B N N N 

School 
Explanations 

B N N N N N - N 

Market N N N N B N N N 
Clinic N N N N B N N N 

Public Prayers N N N N B N N N 
Church Services N N N N B N N N 

N=National      V=Vernacular      B=Both 
 

The data in the preceding table has been reorganized to reveal an “implicational 
scale”—so that the Vs are near the top and to the left in the matrix and the Ns near 
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the bottom and to the right. This shows that the vernacular domains are those used 
for communication within the group (garden, feasts, home, friends, etc.).  
 
In general, the National language (N) predominates in contacts with the outside 
world and institutions brought in by the outside world: the government and its 
programs (schools, clinics), and also the formal aspects of church life. 
 
The reorganized data also show which villages have greater vernacular use and 
which have less. As may be expected, the villages on the left are further removed 
from the coast and from the district capital. 
 
It is interesting that the information regarding language used by the children 
during “School Recess” is not consistent with what was reported by the teachers. 
(See table III.) Are teachers more aware when they can’t understand what the 
children are saying? Are parents wishing that their kids would use more national 
language? Is one (or both) of these parties trying to give us the answer they think 
we want to hear? Direct observation over an extended village stay may be the 
only way to get at the facts here. 

 
4.1.2.4 Language Change 

 
The reported language usage among young people is summarized in the following 
table. Reported usage was very similar among all the villages. Most villages 
reported that the young people use the vernacular more than other languages. 
There was basic agreement that this is good, so that the Marind language would 
be preserved. However, three out of five responding groups reported that mixing 
with Indonesian is also good. Apparently, the motivation for economic 
advancement through national language competency is seen in a positive light, at 
least by some. Two of the five groups that were able to articulate a reason for 
their answer (some simply drew a blank when we asked why) stated that their 
children need to know the national language in order to get along better in life. 
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Table VI. Factors Influencing Language Change 

Villages 

 
Questions 

Ivimahad Baad Senegi Kaliki Wayau Koa Kaisa 
Ongga-

ri 

Do the people use 
other languages 

more? 
n n n y n n n n 

Do they mix w/ 
other languages? n n n n n n n n 

Is that good? y - - - y y y n 

Why or why not? 
‘VL is good, 

must be spoken 
well’ 

- - - ‘preser-
vation’ 

‘VL can 
continue 
strong’ 

‘spoke it 
since they 
were born’ 

? 

Do they mix w/ 
the NL? - y y y y n y y 

Is that good? - n y n y y - - 

Why or why not? - ‘VL might 
disappear’ 

‘so they 
won’t 

experience 
difficulties’ 

‘so they can 
control the 
language 

well’ 

‘so they 
won’t 

experience 
difficulties’ 

‘children 
want to 

speak the 
VL well’ 

- ‘don’t 
know’ 

  
4.1.2.5 Language Preservation 

 
Other factors influencing language preservation, such as marriage to outsiders, 
loss of students to city life, and transmigrants living among them, are displayed in 
the following table. Although people most frequently marry within the group, 
there are no restrictions on whom one may marry, and there are those who have 
married out. The most frequent answer to which tribe had married in or out was 
Auyu, a tribe directly to the north of the Marind area, followed by Muyu and 
Asmat. 
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Table VII. Language Preservation Factors 
Village

 
Questions 

Ivimahad Baad Senegi Kaliki Wayau Koa Kaisa Onggari 

Tribes with 
which some 

have married. 
Marind Marind - Kimam, 

Auyu 

Auyu, 
Yaqai, 
Muyu 

Asmat, 
Auyu 

Muyu, NTT, 
Kimaam, 

Yei, Asmat 

Auyu, Muyu, 
Jawa 

Are there 
marriage 

restrictions? 
n n n n n n n n 

Do graduates 
stay in the city? n n n n n n n n 

Why or why 
not? 

city life is hard; 
there are no jobs 

city life is hard 
city life is 

hard 

economic 
hardship in 

the city 

kids still 
strongly 

attached to 
village 

village ties; 
economic 
reasons 

economic 
hardship; bad 

influences; 
village ties 

economic 
hardship; 

loneliness;  
village ties 

Are there 
migrants living 

among you? 
6 hh 2 hh y 2 hh 2 hh - 3 p 7 hh 

Why are they 
living here? 

teacher, village 
nurse, medical 

worker 

teacher, 
village nurse 

 
- 

teacher,     
village nurse 

 

teacher, 
village 
nurse 

- 
teacher, 

village nurse 
 

agriculture, 
teacher, medical 
worker, business 

Where are   
they from? 

Muyu, 
Mandobo, Kei, 

Jawa 
Biak, Muyu - Biak, Ambon 

Kei, Buton, 
Jawa - Kei, Ambon 

Toraja, Kei, 
Bugis 

What lg. is used 
to talk with 

them? 

Marind & 
Indonesian 

Indonesian Indonesian Indonesian 
Marind & 
Indonesian 

Indonesian Indonesian 
Marind & 
Indonesian 

Are they learn-
ing the VL? y y n y y y y y 

Is that good? y y - y y y y y 

Why or why 
not? 

‘better 
communication; 
we’re proud of 
our language’ 

‘better 
communi- 

cation’ 
- 

‘better comm; 
esp. w/ elders 

who don’t 
know Ind.’ 

‘Marind is 
better for 
communi-

cation’ 

‘better 
comm and 
relations’ 

‘Marind is 
better for 
communi- 

cation’ 

‘Marind is better 
for 

communication’ 

p = person; hh = heads of household 
 

The city life was universally reported as unable to keep a hold on the young 
people. The main reason given is economic. Without a job, one cannot live in the 
city, while in the village, these same people have land rights. A secondary factor 
that came up in several answers is the bonds that these people still have to the 
village. These are not easily broken. 
 
Virtually every village had transmigrants living in the midst of the people. Most 
of these are teachers or government health workers. Only in one village was a 
business person reported to be living there. Virtually every village reported that 
transmigrants were learning the local language and that this was good for 
communication, although in only three villages was Marind actually reported as 
being used to speak with transmigrants. My suspicion is that this refers to those 
who have married-in, i.e., have a long-term commitment to living there. 
Typically, others may develop some ability to comprehend spoken language, but 
rarely are able to reply in the vernacular language. 
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4.1.2.6 Dialectology 
 

Table VIII. Similarity of Dialects  
 Ivimahad Baad Senegi Kaliki Wayau Koa Kaisa Onggari 

Ivimahad -  D      
Baad E - E E  D   

Senegi  E - E  D   
Kaliki  E E -     

Wayau   D  - E E  
Koa   D   - E  

Kaisa    D  D -  
Wanam (Yelmek) E       - 

Kondo (SE) E        
Yawimu (W)     E   N 

Alaku (Okaba)        E 
Makaling        E 

Wan/ Waan (NW) D        
Selou/ Selow (NW) D        
Kolam/ Kolom (NW) D        

Ehali/ Ihalik/ Ihalep/ Ihlep (W)  D       
Keneskobad/ Kaniskobat (W)  D       

Muting    D     
Urumb     D    
Kumbe     D    

Dumande     D    
Wasur (SE) N N       

Janggandur/Yanggondur(SE)  N    N   
Poo (E)  N   N    

Welbuti (W)   N     N 
Tabonji (Kimam)    N  N   

Erambu     N N   
Bupul     N    

 E= Exact same dialect   D= Different dialect  N= different language altogether 
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The preceeding table is an attempt to display the data collected regarding reported 
similarity of dialects. The data is very scattered, making it difficult to draw 
conclusions. The difference between E (exact same dialect) and D (different 
dialect) is quite fuzzy, though there is more consistency of agreement as to which 
villages speak a totally different language.9 
 
Regarding use of Indonesian, villages were evenly split in their answers as to 
whether they use it every day. Three said “yes” and three said “no,” while the 
remaining two said “sometimes” or that it depends on with whom they are 
speaking. As to who uses the Indonesian language best, there also was no 
consensus. Half said that basically everyone’s ability is about the same, while two 
villages (Onggari and Koa) answered “the young” and two others (Kaisa and 
Wayau) “the adults.”10 

 

                                                            
9 See appendix B for a more thorough evaluation of the techniques used to elicit the data for this table. 
10 One linguist suggested, “This may, in itself, reflect a fairly low level of proficiency either generally or at least in 

those interviewed since they may not have a basis on which to evaluate another’s Indonesian ability (only a 
“good” speaker would recognize other’s errors, accent, etc.).” 
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4.1.2.7 Language Attitude 
 

Table IX. Language Attitude Responses 
Village 
 

Questions 

Ivima-
had 

Baad Senegi Kaliki Wayau Koa Kaisa Onggari 

Has village ever had a VL 
literacy program? n n n n n n n n 

Has anyone ever written in 
the VL? 

Pastor 
Yohannes 

(Verschuren?) 
n n n n 

Pastor 
Yohannes 

(Verschuren?) 
n n 

Have any books ever been 
written in the VL? 

songs, 
prayers, part 

of Bible 
- - - - - - - 

Are people here interested to 
read/ write VL? 

Why? 

y: more 
satisfactory in 

our own 
language 

y: because it’s 
our language y 

y: so 
language 

won’t 
disappear 

y: it’s safer to 
use our lang. 
(they already 
know how to 

write) 

y: we can 
understand 

better 
- - 

What VL books are 
desirable? - - traditional 

stories - - Bible - traditional 
stories 

What are people willing to 
give for them? work money work 

money, 
work 

work work 
produce, 
money 

produce 

Are people here ready for a 
VL program? trans lit & trans lit & trans trans lit & trans lit & trans - trans 

How many are ready to 
participate? - - - 

don’t 
know 

25 people ? - ? 

What language do you prefer 
to use to learn to read/write? V V V - - V/N - - 

What language do you 
prefer kids to use to learn 

to read/write? 
V/N N V N - N V N 

y = yes; n = no; V = vernacular; N = national; ? = “don’t know” 
 
There has never been a vernacular literacy program in any of these villages. In 
two villages there were reports that a Dutch priest, Johannes Verschueren, had 
written some of the language down. He reportedly had an excellent command of 
the language and was able to preach fluently in Marind. In Ivimahad village, we 
were told that songs, prayers, and part of the Bible have been published, and that 
the books were gathered up and stored in the Wendu parish headquarters (a 
village southeast of Merauke City).11 
 
The majority of respondents affirmed that they want to learn to read and write in 
the VL. Reasons given ranged from the obvious (“in order to read and write our 
language” and “because it’s in our language”) to the more carefully thought out 
(“we can understand it better,” “it will help keep our language from 
disappearing,” “it’s more satisfying in our own language,” and “it’s safer to use 
our own language”). The final comment, perhaps out of the context of political 
unrest, came from a village where they claimed they already use the VL to write 
letters. 

                                                            
11 With regard to rumors that old VL materials were kept in Bade, the priest there (Pastor Yohan) assured me that all 

materials associated with a particular pastor archived in Merauke at the end of his tour of ministry. 
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The people responded that they were willing to give up something in exchange for 
books. Work was the most common response (5x), also money (3x), and produce 
(2x) were mentioned. 
 
Seven out of eight villages stated that they thought the people of the village were 
ready for some kind of language program. Four agreed to both literacy and 
translation, while the other three agreed to a translation program only. Only one 
village (Wayau) ventured an estimate of the number of villagers that they thought 
might want to participate: twenty-five people. 
 
The people seemed to consider a vernacular literacy program as something 
appropriate for adults. Of the four villages for which data is recorded, three said 
they wanted to learn to read and write in the vernacular language, while the fourth 
opted for both. 
 
Regarding their children, however, they had a different view. Half the villages 
stated that they would prefer to have their children learn to read and write in the 
national language. Two villages preferred the vernacular, while one responded 
“both” (one village has no data). 

 
4.1.2.8 Language Death 

 
Whenever people were asked regarding the giving of instruction or correction of 
the VL, all speakers of Marind responded that they do so. When pressed for 
further detail, some replied that the adults and youths use the VL, thereby the 
children are taught. Others told us that they did this to prevent the language from 
disappearing. No one was able to imagine their language disappearing  all 
thought it would still be used in twenty years. 

 

5 WORD LISTS 

5.1 PROCEDURE 
 
Word lists were collected in every village. These lists of 239 words were typed into the 
survey word list analysis computer program Wordsurv. The words were grouped into 
lexically similar groups based approximately on Frank Blair’s principles given in Survey on a 
Shoestring.12 
 
Word lists elicited in the South Coast indicate that these Papuan languages have more 
complicated affixes on verbs and nouns than Austronesian languages. Therefore, the survey 
team felt it was necessary to modify the criteria given by Blair so that the results would better 
reflect the linguistic proximity of Papuan languages.13 
 
 

                                                            
12 Blair, Frank. 1990. Survey on a shoestring: A manual for small-scale language surveys. Dallas: The Summer 

Institute of Linguistics and The University of Texas at Arlington. 
13 For further details, please see appendices A and B. 
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5.2 PERCENTAGE OF LEXICAL SIMILARITY 
 
The following table shows the lexical similarity percentages among the word lists collected. 
The villages are listed in the table in their approximate location from north to south.  
 

Table X. Percentages of Lexical Similarity 

   Kaisa 

85    Koa 

81 96    Wayau 

77 85 85    Senegi 

77 84 83 88    Baad 

75 80 81 88 87   Ivimahad 

70 80 81 89 86 84    Kaliki 

72 79 79 82 79 85 81 Onggari 

Shading indicates similarity over 80%. 
 
The preceding table shows that all the villages studied speak similar speech varieties.14 
On the other hand, the people themselves recognize two distinct varieties, Marind Duv 
and Marind Deg. Duv is a Marind language word meaning ‘coast, beach, ocean’, while 
deg means ‘forest, jungle’. Some of the distinction between the two dialects is the result 
of several sounds that have shifted. Thus, despite the lexical similarity of the dialect 
spoken in the village of Onggari with all other villages in the preceding table, the Onggari 
dialect is distinctly coastal (duv). 

 
The following table shows how the varieties associated with each of the villages were 
categorized. 

 
Table XI. Marind Linguistic Varieties 

Groupings / 
Dialects  

Approx. 
Population 

Villages 

Marind Deg  2500 Kaisa, Koa, Wayau, Baad, 
Senegi, Ivimahad, Kaliki 

Marind Duv 410 Onggari 
 

                                                            
14 Villages in the survey area speak Papuan languages.  These languages exhibit a very high rate of change among 

speech varieties found from one village to the next, yet the people frequently insist that they speak one 
language.  Therefore, we are considering as having one language those villages whose percentage of lexical 
similarity is above 60 percent and as having one dialect villages whose percentage of lexical similarity is above 
80 percent.  We plan to do intelligibility testing in villages where the percentage is between 60 percent and 80 
percent. 
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It is clear that all the speech variety data we encountered on the survey is one language. 
Both our matrix of comparison of lexical similarity and the intuitive perception of the 
people confirm this conclusion. However, the dialect distinction made previously is based 
primarily on the people’s sense of their language and on their tradition. 
 

Our word list comparison results were skewed because of sound shifts between Marind 
Deg and Marind Duv. Several examples will clarify this point: 
 

 

Marind Deg Marind Duv 
h  
 l 
z h 
z h/u 
v h 
v hw/a 

 
This list is not intended to be exhaustive. The intention is only to give some examples of 
the changes a speaker would notice when speaking to someone from the other dialect and 
to show that these sounds could be ignored in lexical analysis, because the changes are so 
consistent throughout the word lists taken. 
 

The sound shifts were indeed ignored in our analysis for the purposes of lexical 
comparisons, and we assume that they are very evident to native speakers of the 
language, since they seem to take pride in their knowledge of variations in their 
neighbors’ speech. On the other hand, lexical distinctions, which show up in our 
statistical comparisons, may have been less obvious to people who are used to 
communication with people from other villages whose vocabulary choices vary from 
their own. 

 

6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
6.1 LINGUISTIC SITUATION 
 

From the word lists we infer that all villages surveyed were from one language,15 the 
Marind language. The lowest percentage of lexical similarity was 70 percent but most 
were in the upper seventies and eighties. The people themselves recognize two dialects, a 
coastal dialect and an interior dialect. Nevertheless, these people claim to understand 
each other. What is not clear to us is how much of the mutual intelligibility among 
villages is inherent and how much is acquired. Further research must be done to know 
how deep this mutual intelligibility runs, whether only for surface topics of conversation 
or if it also extends to the abstract areas of thought and speech.  

                                                            
15 We are defining as the “same language” those speech varieties whose lexical similarity is at least 60 percent. 
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6.2 SOCIOLINGUISTIC SITUATION  
 

The Marind people have a reputation for being extremely proud of their culture. The 
Catholic Bishop in Merauke City, Jakobus Duivenvoorde, warned us about this. He said 
that we, as outsiders, may well come to the Marind people with all of our material 
possessions and all of our sophistication. But not being Marind makes us something of 
second-class people in their minds. The Marind have always been resistant to cultural 
hegemony, and that attitude seems to run fairly deep. 
 
Likewise, we sensed that there was a pride in the language as part and parcel of the 
culture. The people continue to use their language in all the more familiar and intimate 
domains. Some children also use it at school. 
 
However, there is a pragmatic attitude toward the national language. In order to have the 
greatest advantage in life, one must know and control Indonesian. It is the language 
considered most necessary for written communication. Literacy in the vernacular is 
considered good and helpful in preserving the culture, but it is optional and 
supplementary. 
 
 

6.3 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 
 

Most of the villages would benefit from better transportation for easier access to markets, 
schools, and other villages. This would also make goods and products more available and 
hopefully cheaper as well as cut down on the costs of travel. Paving all the roads would 
be a first step in keeping the existing links open year around. Having more long boats 
available would also meet this need. 
 
Other community development projects that could be helpful would be in the areas of 
communication, health, and economy. 

 
Every village showed great interest in having their language written, not only to preserve 
their language and culture, but also to make it easier to understand information about 
health, education, religion, farming, economy, and other areas. 
 
 

6.4 LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT POSSIBILITIES 
 

Because the Marind tribe is so large and influential, to not have a language development 
program among them is unthinkable. The LMA (Lembaga Masyarakat Adat or 
Community Cultural Association) would be the most likely key stakeholder in such a 
program. Also, finding educated members of the tribe should be relatively easy. I sensed 
an openness and an understanding that vernacular language development is important to 
the people. 
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6.5 SURVEY METHODS 
 
Several of the questions we used might benefit from revision. Additionally, since many 
villages have unemployed high school graduates, future questionnaires should include a 
question where the group/individual is asked to suggest one (or more) potential trainees 
for language or literacy work. 

 
The goal of the questioning in the dialectology section of our group questionnaire is to 
discover the native speakers’ perception of “Who speaks my language?” and “Who 
speaks my dialect?”  

 
One way to reach this goal is for the interviewer to make clear, from the outset, that he 
wishes the respondents to mentally divide the village languages around them into four 
groups:  

1. those that speak the exact same dialect; 
2. those who speak a slightly different but still mutually intelligible dialect; 
3. those who speak a dialect still recognizable as the same language, yet 

unintelligible to the respondent; 
4. those who speak a different language.  

 
 

 Exactly 
Same Speech 

Mutually 
Intelligible 

Same 
Language 

Group 1 + + + 
Group 2 – + + 
Group 3 – – + 
Group 4 – – – 

 
The following is suggested procedure the interviewer might use with the respondents:  

 
Next I’m going to ask you three questions:(1) Who speaks exactly like you do, (2) Who 
speaks the same language, but the dialect is different, and (3) Who speaks a language 
that, while you know it’s the same language as yours, you have a hard time understanding 
them when they speak at a normal rate. Is it clear? …Good. Number one: Who speaks 
exactly like you do? (They will give a list of villages.) Number two: Who speaks the same 
language, but the dialect is different? (Write the list.) Number three: Who speaks a 
language that, while you still recognize it as the same language as yours, you have a hard 
time understanding them when they speak at a normal rate? (Write the village names.)  

 
Continue to confirm the answers as they are being written by asking and reasking, “These 
people speak exactly the same dialect as you do?” etc. 

 
If the number of villages using that speech variety is small, the resulting list may be 
complete. Otherwise, it may be necessary to inquire about specific villages which fall 
outside the tentative language area by asking, “What about village X?” 
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A blank table similar to the one in the dialectology section (table VIII) of this report 
should be taken on each survey. As the survey proceeds, the table should be filled in so 
that the data will be complete when the survey report is written. 
 
 

6.6 FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

More research needs to be done in the Marind language area. Our rapid appraisal seemed 
particularly weak in the area of understanding the felt needs of the people with regard to 
community development needs. Additionally, dialect information needs to be considered, 
not only between the two known major dialects, but also among the varieties of speech 
from village to village, in order to establish dialect boundaries. Questions such as Which 
village is the most conducive to language learning? and Which village uses a dialect 
intelligible by the largest number of speakers? will most likely not point to the same 
village. 

 
If language development work is begun in this language area, the personnel involved will 
need to learn the language well enough to find out what the felt needs of the communities 
really are. Also, the possibilities of servicing both dialect areas with one orthography 
needs to be explored in order to accommodate the sound shift between the Marind Deg 
and Marind Duv dialects mentioned previously. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

Rules for Lexical Similarity Decisions 

 
Number of phonetic 
segments in the longer of 
the two words being 
considered 

Exact C 
 
Similar V 

Similar C 
 
Other V pairs 

Dissimilar C 
 
C or V with no pair 

Word Length Category I (A) Category II (B) Category III (C)  

Two 2 0 0 
Three 2 1 0 
Four 2 1 1 
Five 3 1 1 
Six 3 2 1 
Seven 4 2 1 
Eight 4 2 2 
Nine 5 2 2 
Ten 5 3 2 
Eleven 6 3 2 
Twelve 6 3 3 

 
Phonetically Similar Consonants(Cat. II) 6.7 PHONETICALLY SIMILAR 

VOWELS (CAT. I) 
p  -  b  - m i - y -  -  - e - ø -  
p -b - - p- p-p -p -b - b -b         -  -  -  -   
v - f  -  - -  ,  - b - m , p  - e - ø -  - œ -æ 
t  - d - n - d - t - n   -  - t-d -d-c -   i - y -  -  -   -  -   
t - s ,  d  - z,  d -, s -   z    -  -  -  - u -   
 s - s - s - s - - z -z- -  --  -  -  - u -  -  - o -   
t - t,  d - d,  t - d, z-dz ,   - o -  -   
c -  - k -  - k -  - k- k- - q- q-- -  -
  -,  b -b-  - b 

æ - œ - a -  -  -  -  -   

 -  - x-  -  - - -  - h - - h  
c- ,  - , k- x, - , q- , -   
m - n - n -  -   -  -m - m - n- n-  
 - r - l -  - -  -  -  - l -    
 - h - ∅   
w -  -j ,  - j   
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APPENDIX B 

 

Criteria of Rules for Lexical Similarity Decisions of Irian Jaya (Papuan) Word Lists 

 
Word lists elicited by survey teams on the South Coast indicate that Irian languages in the South 
Coast are different from Austronesian languages.16 So far, we have discovered some features of 
Papuan languages through eliciting sentences informally. What we have found is that the Papuan 
languages on the South Coast have more complicated affixes on verbs than Austronesian 
languages. Therefore, the survey team decided to modify the criteria from the ones given by 
Blair in his book, Survey on a Shoestring. However, we tried to follow his principles.  
 
Here are the modified rules: 
 
1. Initial, medial, and final glottal stops are sometimes considered as C and sometimes as 

null. Lengthened vowels are sometimes considered as VV, but sometimes as V. Since it is 
not known if the glottal stop will be interpreted as C and lengthened vowel as VV before 
work is done on the interpretation of syllables in each language, the survey team decided to 
interpret glottal stop as C or null and lengthened vowels as V or VV.  

 
2. Phonetically similar segments, which occur consistently in the same position in several 

word pairs, are grouped together. For example, in CVC and CV syllables of some of the 
following languages, if the initial CV is the same, the survey team ignored the final C and 
grouped them together, as in:  

 
No.  14. ‘he’ [j]    and [ju]  
No.  108. ‘wind’ [u] and [u] 
No.  23. ‘flesh’ [n] and [n p] 
No.  26. ‘person’ [jæn] and [jænp] 
No.  158. ‘five’ [wæjæn] and [wæjænp] 

             
           (examples from the Tsaukambo and Korowai languages) 
 
Auyu and Yaqay have the same features in the nasalised and non-nasalised vowels. 

[ο) ] and  [Α) ] are considered the same as nasalised vowels and velar nasals like 
[ο)Ν], [Α)Ν ]: 

       
No.  21 ‘blood’ [o]   and [ o ]          
No.189. ‘know’ [n] and [nf ] 

              
           (examples from Auyu) 
 

                                                            
16 The criteria were made after several surveys including the Merauke District Survey, while the Report on the 

Merauke Survey was being written.  Thus, the survey team applied the criteria to the analysis of the languages 
in Merauke District. 
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3. Consistent sound shifts, which occur across dialects in some languages, are considered 
exact matches as follows: 
In the Auyu language, [f] and [], [j] and [d] are the same. 

No.  233.  ‘ name’  [ fi ] and  [ i ]   
      

In Yaqay, [k ] and [ x ] are the same. 
No.  142.  ‘cold’ [kox ]   and   [kok]    

  
In the Kombai language, sounds [ρ ] and [s] are exactly the same. 

No.  24.  ‘ urine’    [ iri] and [isi] 
No.  95.  ‘ rattan’  [ri ] and [si ]  

4. Words that look like compounds, especially nouns and pronouns, are grouped together, 
even if lexically they do not match exactly. 

 
No.  2. ‘hair’ [ xbjo] 
  [ hbjo  ] 
  [ xbjo] 
  [        jo ] 

(examples from Auyu ) 
 
5. In phrases, the most similar words are compared. This generally occurs with numbers, 

adjectives, and interrogative pronouns, as follows: 
 

No.  174. ‘bad’ [jm          ]       
  [jmh          ] 
  [jm    nep] 
  [j mam bk]  

(examples from Yaqay) 
 
6. Affixes are ignored. However, affixes (prefixes, infixes, or suffixes) in Papuan languages 

are difficult to identify, especially in verbs, as Papuan languages sometimes have the subject, 
object, tense, and/or aspect embedded in the verb. For example, when the words below are 
grouped together, we begin to see what may be interpreted as roots as follows: 

 
No.  199 ‘run’ [bundi  xi] 
  [bundini] 
  [bund   i] 

 
7. Affricates ( ts, d, dz ) and modifications (b, d) can be considered as one segment. 
 
8. Diphthongs can be considered two segments or one segment, depending on the 

comparison being made. 
 
9. The following segments are considered exact matches; [u  w] and [i  j]: 
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10. Unreleased consonants, accents and nasalised vowels are ignored. 
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